
Preschool Power Standards           (Green = 3 year old / Blue = 4/5 year old) 
DOMAIN 

SOCIAL 
EMOTIONAL  

I can... 

Objectives 

Follows limits and 
expectations  

-accept redirection from adults and follow rules with regular reminders 

-manage classroom rules, routines, and transitions with occasional reminders 

Interact with peers 
-play near other peers using the same materials or actions. 

-use successful strategies to enter a group 

Balances needs and 
rights of self and 
others 

-share and take turns with teacher support 

-take turns and initiate the sharing of materials 

DOMAIN PHYSICAL I can... 

Objectives 

Demonstrates 
gross motor 
manipulative skills 

- throw a ball (manipulate objects with flexible body movements) 

- catch a ball (manipulate objctes with full body motion) 

Demonstrate fine 
motor manipulative 
skills 

-hold a pencil  & use my whole arm to scribble. 

-control the pencil with my grasp (3 finger grasp) and wrist. 

  
LANGUAGE 
DEVELOPMENT 

I can... 

Objectives 

Follows Directions 
-follow a one step direction without visual prompts  

-Follow directions of two or more steps that relate to familiar objects and experiences 

Uses expanding 
expressive 
vocabulary 

-Names people, animals, places, and objects 

-describe and tell the use of many familar items  

Uses conventional 
grammar 

-Use a three word sentence 

-Use a five word sentence 

Engages in 
conversations 
 
 

-engage in a conversation of one to three exchanges (i.e. verbal or nonverbal)  

-Engage in conversations of three to five exchanges 



DOMAIN LITERACY I can... 

Objectives 

Notices and 
discriminates 
rhyme 

-join in rhyming songs and fill in the rhyming word 

-generate rhyming words spontaneously 

-decide whether two words rhyme 

Demonstrates 
knowledge of print 
and its uses 

-Show understanding that text is meaningful and can be read 

-Indicate where to start reading and the direction to follow 

-Show awareness of various features of print: letters, words, spaces, upper- and lowercase letters and 
some punctuation. 

Interacts during 
read-alouds and 
book conversations 

-Contribute particular language from the book at the appropriate time 

 - Ask and answer questions about the text; refers to pictures 

Demonstrates 
emergent writing 
skills 

-Write my name using mock letters and letter like forms 

-Write using mock letters and letter like forms to tell about an event or drawing 

-Write letters from my name. 

-Write using letter strings to tell about an event or drawing 

Demonstrates 
knowledge of 
alphabet 

-begin to find letters in the environment 

- recongize that letters have sounds and can identify a few sounds. 

-recognize and name a few letters in my name 

-Produce the correct sound for 10 - 20 letters. 

DOMAIN MATHEMATICS I can... 

Objectives 

Uses number 
concepts and 
operations to count  

- verbally count to 10 and count up to 5 objects accurately 

-verbally count to 20; count 10 - 20 objects accurately 

- tell that the last number counted tells me how many I have 

Uses number 
concepts and 
operations to 
quantifies 

- recognizes and names the number of items in a set up to 5 instantly 

-make sets of 6 - 10 objects and describe the parts using words like more, less, and equal. 

Connects numerals 
with their 
quantities 

-recognize and name a few numbers 

-identify numbers to 5 by name and connect those numbers to counted objects 

Understands 
shapes 

-identify a few basic shapes (circle, square, triangle) 

-recognize different shapes when they are presented in a different orientation 

-describe shapes using my own words 



DOMAIN COGNITIVE I can... 

Objectives 

Solves problems 
-ask for a solution and use it 

-observe and imitate how others solve problems. 

-solve problems without having to try every possibility 

Attends and 
engages 

-work on a task with my teacher 

-finish my task without distractions 

Recognizes and 
recalls 

-recognize people, places and objects from my past 

-tell what item is missing when it is taken away 

-tell about an experience using details 

-tell a few items that are missing when they are taken away 

Makes connections 
-remember the daily routine 

-follow the learned rules in other places 

Engages in 
sociodramatic play 

-use toys to act out different play scenarios 

-engage with peers to act out different play scenarios for an extended time 

 


